Tachyon
Real-time response
Tachyon enables real-time response. It empowers
both security and IT operation teams to investigate
incidents in context and remediate any endpoint,
anywhere, at scale.

The solution to the remediation crisis

“From an
information
retrieval point of
view, Tachyon is a
bit like the Google
of your whole IT
landscape.”

The remediation crisis

Kurt De Ruwe
CIO, SIgnify (formerly
Phillips Lighting)

99% of exploited vulnerabilities have been known by IT for at least 1 year.
The average remediation time once an incident has been identified is 10 weeks.
Strong existing detection capabilities create significant quantities of remediation tasks
for IT who cannot remediate vulnerabilities and incidents quickly enough. Workloads pile
up, risk increases and known vulnerabilities are exploited despite the organization being
aware of the remediation required.
The Tachyon solution

1 Investigate in context

Tachyon changes the way Security investigates vulnerabilities and incidents by
providing them with live data from all endpoints in real time and enhances the
investigation with organizational context.

Business Benefits
Safer Endpoints
Reduce incident volume by
improving “Protect” capabilities.
Security and IT Operations can
investigate and remediate faster,
more easily and with greater
shared context and co- operation.
Increased IT Capacity
Tachyon works with existing tools
like Splunk, ServiceNow and SCCM
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Remediate all your endpoints

for greatly enhanced integrated

Tachyon enables real and meaningful Remediation. IT Security are better equipped

IT staff to deal with new complex

to communicate remediation requirements to IT Operations who can test and

issues.

automation capabilities. Free up

remediate complex issues, globally, in seconds.
Productive Users

3 Learn and automate

IT SecOps can integrate learnings from incident resolution in organizational
knowledgebase and automate the resolution process with tight integration into
existing infrastructure and processes.

Whether in the office or working
remotely, users have fewer
interruptions and no performance
impact while safe in the knowledge
that their endpoints and data are
well protected and secure.

Key Features
Scalable
– Designed to support up to 1.5 million simultaneous endpoint connections
– Tachyon can scale to deal with the largest organizations

Designed for how we work today
Office workers, home workers, remote workers on coffee shop WiFi – it doesn’t
matter. Tachyon ensures your endpoints are always connected.

“Tachyon is extremely
easy to use. Many
EDR products require
lots of skills and
copious classroom
training. Tachyon is
as simple to use as a
search query.”
David Strom
Leading expert on network
and Internet technologies

Extensible
Whatever data you need, whatever remediation is required. Flexible
enough to rise to any challenge. Security can define HOW to resolve an issue –
Operations can TEST and DEPLOY the solution in minutes.

Open
With a fully defined RESTful API, integration and automation is simple.
Interoperate with ServiceNow, Splunk, SCCM, etc. to ensure changes are
recorded, data is shared and policy based systems are kept up-to-date.

Customer voice: What Every CIO
Should Know About Tachyon
Watch the interview with Kurt De Ruwe, CIO
at Signify (formerly Phillips Lighting)

Visit: 1e.com/signify

Who we are
Modern users expect a mobile-like experience, with self-service and instant results.
1E enables IT to deliver comprehensive self-service and respond in real-time by augmenting
Microsoft and ServiceNow solutions. Over 1000 organizations trust 1E to meet their user,
business, and security needs. Your employees are important; they deserve 1E managed
endpoints.

Find out more about Tachyon
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